This work presents a partitioned solution procedure to compute shape gradients in fluid-structure interaction (FSI) using black-box adjoint solvers. Special attention is paid to project the gradients onto the undeformed configuration. This is due to the mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation of large-displacement FSI in this work. Adjoint FSI problem is partitioned as an assembly of well-known adjoint fluid and structural problems, without requiring expensive crossderivatives. The sub-adjoint problems are coupled with each other by augmenting the target functions with auxiliary functions, independent of the concrete choice of the underlying adjoint formulations. The auxiliary functions are linear force-based or displacementbased functionals which are readily available in wellestablished single-disciplinary adjoint solvers. Adjoint structural displacements, adjoint fluid displacements, and domain-based adjoint sensitivities of the fluid are the coupling fields to be exchanged between the adjoint solvers. A reduced formulation is also derived for the case of boundary-based adjoint shape sensitivity analysis for fluids. Numerical studies show that the complete formulation computes accurate shape gradients whereas inaccuracies appear in the reduced gradients, specially in regions of strong flow gradients and near singular-ities. Nevertheless, reduced gradient formulations are found to be a compromise between computational costs and accuracy. Mapping techniques including nearest element interpolation and the mortar method are studied in computational adjoint FSI. It is numerically shown that the mortar method does not introduce spurious oscillations in primal and sensitivity fields along nonmatching interfaces, unlike the nearest element interpolation.
Introduction
Recently, adjoint-based sensitivity analysis in fluidstructure interaction (FSI) problems has been revisited by the research community from the mathematical and, particularly, the implementation point of view. This is mainly due to increases in computational power and the growing interest from industry. Mathematically speaking, numerical methods devised for solving coupled problems can be sorted into two main categories. The first category includes Jacobian-free methods like the classical fixed-point iteration method, whereas the second category needs interdisciplinary Jacobians (crossderivatives) or matrix-vector products of these Jacobians multiplied by unknown variables. The Jacobianbased algorithms have shown superior accuracy and performance, however, they put a burden on the coupling of black-box solvers in a partitioned procedure. Both categories are very well covered and discussed in the FSI literature (see e.g. Felippa et al. (2001) ; Dettmer and Perić (2006) ; Degroote et al. (2010) ; Sicklinger et al. (2014) ), but to the authors' knowledge, the adjoint FSI problem for shape sensitivity analysis has been driven specially by the second category. This paper presents a cross-derivative-free procedure for the adjoint shape sensitivity analysis of steady-state FSI using black-box adjoint solvers on non-matching meshes. Furthermore, the fact that in a partitioned FSI environment, primal and adjoint fluid solvers operate on the deformed fluid domain (due to structural displacements) is carefully taken into account. The spatial coupling of non-matching interfaces is also considered herein. Although this has been routinely done in previous studies, e.g. by Maute et al. (2001) , the accuracy of the sensitivity information obtained by different types of mapping algorithms has not been comparatively assessed yet.
Early attempts in the adjoint-based shape sensitivity analysis for FSI were made by Maute et al. (2001) , Lund et al. (2003) and RA Martins et al. (2004) . This topic of research has been followed by (Marcelet et al., 2008; Mani and Mavriplis, 2009; Martins and Hwang, 2013; Jenkins and Maute, 2016; . Among recent trends and developments in this area, the following works are notable and addressed here. Sanchez et al. (2018) established an opensource framework for coupled adjoint-based sensitivity analysis, which is based on fixed-point iterations for the adjoint variables of the coupled system using an automatic differentiation (AD) tool. The main benefit of such an approach is that, without sacrificing the gradient accuracy, there is no need to compute and store exact Jacobians to be used in the adjoint problem, especially when higher-order schemes or complex kinematics are involved. However, applicability of AD to existing solvers might be hindered due to distinct software implementation and large memory requirements, unless particular attention is paid (Carnarius et al., 2010) . Kiviaho et al. (2017) presented a coupling framework for aeroelastic analysis and optimization using discrete adjoint-based gradients. They systematically derived the discrete adjoint corresponding to the steady aeroelastic analysis in a consistent way. Applicability of this approach might be limited in a partitioned adjoint FSI environment due to the lack of availability of the required cross-derivative terms in every software package.
A literature review of the studies by various authors shows that the coupled-adjoint sensitivity analysis for high-fidelity aero-structural design is divided into two main formulations: a three-field formulation followed by Kiviaho et al. (2017) ; ; Sanchez et al. (2018) ; Barcelos et al. (2006) and a two-field formulation followed by Heners et al. (2018) ; Stavropoulou (2015) ; Fazzolari et al. (2007) . The three-field formulation accounts for aerodynamic, structural, and mesh deformation residuals in adjoint-based sensitivity analysis while the two-field formulation either implicitly includes or completely excludes mesh motion in the sensitivity analysis. For example, Kenway et al. (2014) derived a two-field-based formulation which incorporates the effect of the structural displacements on the interface forces and fluid residuals through the left and right hand sides of the adjoint structural equation. Although this approach bypasses the adjoint mesh motion problem, the structural Jacobian should be modified for the adjoint problem. Therefore, it is not possible to reuse existing self-adjoint structural solvers. A reduced twofield formulation, which is followed by Heners et al. (2018) ; Stavropoulou (2015) ; Fazzolari et al. (2007) , can be achieved by assuming that the FSI solution is invariant with respect to (w.r.t) the fluid interior mesh. In other words, it is assumed that the interface forces and fluid residuals are only a function of the fluid surface boundary mesh, which yields the so-called boundarybased or reduced gradient formulations (Lozano, 2017; Kavvadias et al., 2015) .
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we formulate the stationary fluid-structure interaction problem in a partitioned manner. Section 3 will focus on the partitioning of the adjoint FSI problem using unique sets of Dirichlet and Neumann-type coupling conditions for multidisciplinary objective functionals. Section 4 presents two multiphysics frameworks that are used for the assessment of the adjoint formulations and the well-established mapping algorithms. Finally, in Section 5, we will give main conclusions of this work.
Fluid-structure interaction
This section starts with the mathematical description of the stationary fluid-structure interaction problem including a continuous form of the governing equations and an appropriate set of steady coupling conditions at the fluid-structure interface. Without loss of generality, the equations and the interface boundary conditions are then discretized and written in discrete residual form. It is important to emphasize that all subsequent derivations are independent of discretization method, e.g., finite-element and finite-volume methods. Lastly, the so-called Dirichlet-Neumann partitioned FSI scheme is presented.
Continuous fluid-structure interaction problem
The system under consideration consists of three main parts: fluid domain Ω F , structural domain Ω S and wet fluid-structure interface Γ I . The superscripts F and S denote the fluid and structure respectively, and is the convention used throughout the paper. As has been usually done and will be pursued here, Eulerian and total Lagrangian approaches are used to describe fluid and structure motions, respectively. Note that the same descriptions have conventionally been used in singledisciplinary solver implementations. A total Lagrangian approach formulates structural governing equations R S with respect to the undeformed configuration X while a Eulerian approach formulates fluid governing equations R F with respect to the deformed configuration x. In order to couple the governing equations, we require kinematic continuity as well as the equilibrium of interface traction fields at the fluid-structure interface. Here, we also describe the motion of the fluid domain by structural/pseudo-structural governing equations R M . Assuming steady-state conditions, the continuous form of the problem can be written as:
where the notation α (·) β γ is introduced for the sake of clarity; the left superscript α ∈ {x, X} indicates the configuration for evaluation; the right superscript β ∈ {F, S, M} denotes that the variable belongs to fluid or structure or fluid mesh motion; and the subscript γ ∈ {Ω, Γ (·) } indicates whether the quantity is evaluated inside the domain or on a boundary. x and X refer to the Cartesian coordinates of deformed and undeformed configurations, respectively. The quantity w F denotes the state variables of the fluid, typically velocities v F with the pressure p F or the density and the internal energy. The displacement fields u S and u F represent the displacements of structure and fluid, respectively. The vector n is the surface unit normal vector and σ is the Cauchy stress tensor (i.e., stress measured in the deformed configuration).
R F represents the continuum equations that govern the fluid flow. We describe the motion of the fluid by the full Navier-Stokes compressible equations, from which all the types of governing flow equations can be derived. Defining a conservative variable w F = (ρ F , ρ F v F , ρ F E F ), their steady-state formulation for a viscous, compressible, Newtonian flow can be written in the following form:
where the operator ∇ x denotes the derivatives with respect to the deformed configuration x, over-bar (·) indicates prescribed value, and the convective fluxes, viscous fluxes are
where ρ F is the fluid density, v F represents the flow velocities in all dimensions, p F is the physical pressure, I is the identity matrix, E F is the total energy of the flow per unit mass, µ F is the fluid viscosity, P r is the Prandtl number, C p is the specific heat, T F is the temperature, and τ F is the viscous stress tensor and defined as
After having solved the governing flow equations for a given set of boundary conditions, the fluid Cauchy stress tensor reads
Note that in the case of inviscid flow, only the pressure field contributes to the stress tensor, furthermore, the no-slip condition in Eq. 1d gets modified to the Euler slip condition (i.e. v F · n F = 0). Following a total Lagrangian approach, the static and continuous conservation of momentum written in terms of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S S and the Lagrangian coordinates X of structural domain is
here, F S = ∇ X x S represents the deformation gradient; ρ S is the density of the structural domain; b S is the volumetric body force. Note that ∇ X indicates the spatial gradient operator acting on the undeformed configuration X. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S S is related to the Green-Lagrangian strains via
where C denotes the material tensor. Last but not least, the motion of the fluid domain can then be described by
Considering the case of pseudo-linear elasticity, σ M is defined as
where tr() is the trace operator, λ and µ M are the Lame constants, and is the strain tensor:
2.2 Discrete fluid-structure interaction problem
In order to solve the explained coupled problem numerically, spatial discretization of the governing equations and all unknown fields is required. Having arbitrarily discretized the fluid and structure domains with m F and m S nodes, respectively, the residual form of the stationary FSI problem in Eq. 1 reads independently of the spatial discretization scheme as follows:
where r F , r S , and r M are the full residual vectors (including the internal and the boundary unknowns of the PDEs) of the fluid, the structure, and the mesh motion, respectively. x F represents the nodal coordinates of the fluid mesh in the deformed configuration, while X S and X F are the nodal coordinates of the structural and fluid meshes in the undeformed configuration, respectively. f S,int and f S,ext are the vector of internal forces and the vector of external forces in the structure, respectively, while f M,int and f M,ext are the same terms for the mesh motion. f M,ext is generally zero. Note that, although two coupled domains at the interface have matching geometries (i.e. Γ S I = Γ F I ), the meshes at the fluid-structure interface usually do not node-to-node match due to the different mesh requirements for the flow and structure (i.e.
Therefore, when applying the coupling conditions to non-matching meshes, mapping is needed before transferring the information.
Here, H F (X S Γ I , X F Γ I ) and H S (X F Γ I , X S Γ I ) are defined for the transfer from the fluid to the structure mesh and from the structure mesh to the fluid mesh. Terms and dependencies arising due to the non-matching meshes are underlined as the convention throughout the paper. With matching fluid-structure interface meshes, the mapping matrices reduce to identity matrices and the underlined dependencies in Eq. 11 vanish. Although development and assessment of mapping algorithms are not in the scope of this paper, we investigate the difference in accuracy between them (Farhat et al., 1998; de Boer et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2016) . It is worth noting that in the definition of the interface dynamic continuity (Eq. 11e), the following identity from continuum mechanics (Belytschko et al., 2013) is used:
Partitioned FSI
The FSI problem stated continuously in Eq. 1 and discretely in Eq. 11 constitutes a coupled set of nonlinear and linear subproblems that can be solved separately and iteratively until the interface conditions, the equilibrium of tractions and kinematic continuity, are satisfied. This results in the so-called Gauss-Seidel fixed-point iterations for a strongly coupled partitioned fluid-structure interaction. Among the partitioned coupling techniques for FSI (Badia et al., 2008) , we use the so-called Dirichlet-Neumann partitioned procedure which is by far the most widely used strategy, both for simplicity and because of wide range of applicability to single-disciplinary solvers. This technique treats the fluid domain as the Dirichlet partition, i.e. it takes the prescribed interface displacements as the Dirichlet boundary condition for the mesh motion problem, and the structure domain as the Neumann partition loaded with interface fluid forces.
With the Dirichlet-Neumann partitioned procedure, we break down the stationary FSI problem into the fluid, the structure and the mesh motion subproblems which are treated by black-box solvers as
In the equation, F represents the fluid solver that takes the new position of the fluid mesh x F as input and outputs the interface load f F Γ I (nodal forces or tractions), S represents the structure solver that takes f S,ext Γ I as input and outputs u S Γ I , and the mesh motion solver M which outputs the deformed fluid mesh x F according to u F Γ I . Algorithm 1 details the Gauss-Seidel algorithm for a stationary FSI problem with arbitrary non-matching interface meshes. In this algorithm, n denotes the current iteration, andû S Γ I is the relaxed interface displacements. Due to the simplicity of implementation and efficiency, the Aitken relaxation is chosen as the default relaxation scheme in this work.
Multidisciplinary adjoint-based shape sensitivity analysis
Having obtained the equilibrium state of a static FSI system, we formulate the multidisciplinary shape sensitivity analysis as follows:
We seek to compute the gradients of a multi-objective and multi-disciplinary target functionJ, which is defined as a function of fluid state variables w F on the deformed configuration or structural state variables u S on the undeformed configuration or both, with respect to shape design variables, that specify the undeformed geometry of the design surface, e.g the interface.
Algorithm 1 Dirichlet-Neumann partitioned FSI work flow //initialize the mapping matrices between X F Γ I and X S Γ I 1: H F , H S 2: n = 1 //initialize interface displacements 3: nû S Γ I = 0 //FSI strong coupling loop 4: while n δ 2 > ε do // map the relaxed interface displacements 5:
The shape optimization problem corresponding to the shape sensitivity analysis problem of interest can be defined mathematically as:
whereJ is the weighted sum of the objectives J i , and
the coordinate vector of the design surface mesh in the undeformed configuration. Note that, J F (w F , x F ) and J S (u S , X S ) respectively represent typical fluid and structure objective functions that can be found in single-disciplinary adjoint solvers. On the other hand,
is only defined on the interface and explicitly depends on all FSI state variables. A good example of such an objective function is the interface energy which is defined as:
(15) We note that this expression enforces the conservation of the interface energy and results in the following identity:
where superscript T denotes the transpose operator. Note that, in the case of matching meshes at the interface, the mapping matrices reduce to identity matrices and the underlined dependencies vanish.
In a manner consistent with the primal FSI problem, we define a Lagrange function that augments the objective function to incorporate the state constraints (Eq. 14):
where i ∈ {F, S, M}, Ψ = Ψ F , Ψ S , Ψ M is the vector of the adjoint variables (Lagrange multipliers) associated with the complete residual vector (r = r F , r S , r M ). Exploiting the chain rule of differentiation and the kinematic conditions in Eqs. 11g and 11h, the total variation of L with respect to the undeformed shape of the design surface hence reads:
While the terms multiplying dw F dX D , du F dX D and du S dX D are eliminated respectively by satisfying the adjoint fluid problem, the adjoint structure problem and the adjoint mesh motion problem, the expressions in the last line give rise to the coupled shape gradients. Special attention must be paid to ∂L ∂x F which is a partial derivative of the Lagrange functional w.r.t the deformed fluid mesh, including both the internal and boundary nodes. Also observe that this term contributes not only to the coupled adjoint mesh motion problem but also to the coupled shape sensitivities.
Expanding each partial shape derivative in Eq. 18 results to
This is a valuable shape sensitivity equation for the FSI problem since it clearly states which shape sensitivities should be computed by each discipline and in which configuration. Precisely, the first parentheses in the above equation contain partial shape derivatives which can basically be computed by an adjoint fluid solver in the deformed configuration, whereas the second and third parentheses can be computed by an adjoint structural solver in the undeformed fluid and structure configurations, respectively. Remember, a structural/pseudo-structural model is used here for the fluid mesh motion problem. In the following subsections, we discuss the coupled adjoint systems and, subsequently, the analysis of the coupled shape sensitivity equations in a fully partitioned way.
Coupled adjoint fluid problem
Taking into account the above-mentioned findings and the explicit dependency of the residual vectors and the general objective function J on the fluid state (see Eq. 14), the coupled adjoint system and shape sensitivities associated with the fluid read as follows:
Intuitively, one can define the following fluid shape optimization problem whose adjoint system and shape sensitivities are equivalent to Eqs. 20:
whereJ F is the weighted sum of fluid-dependent functions. J F ,a is an auxiliary objective function which arises from the interaction with structure and vanishes identically for an uncoupled fluid system. Analogously to force-based objective functionals (like drag or lift), auxiliary function J F ,a projects the interface force vector f F Γ I onto the so-called force projection vector d. We note that, in contrast to typical force-based objective functions for fluids, the force projection vector of the auxiliary objective function is spatially varying over the interface and it is computed from the interface adjoint displacements which are mapped from the structure.
This above interpretation of coupling between the adjoint fluid problem and the adjoint displacements has been partly inspired by Fazzolari et al. (2007) , where a continuous adjoint formulation for the Euler equations coupled with linear elasticity is presented.
One can show easily that the adjoint system and shape sensitivities of Eqs. 20 are definitely equal to those of Eq. 21, by defining the following Lagrange function:
The first order optimality condition for the Lagrange function entails the following identities:
The coupled fluid shape optimization problem presented in Eq. 21 is a straightforward multi-objective adjoint optimization for fluids, however, some remarks are given here:
Remark 1 The adjoint fluid solver should be capable of handling a multi-objective shape sensitivity analysis using a single adjoint solution. Otherwise, interaction between objective functions in the adjoint analysis is neglected.
Remark 2 The adjoint fluid solver is required to accept a non-uniform projection vector for the force-based objective functional. In the majority of derivations and implementations for fluid adjoint shape sensitivity analysis, there is no assumption or condition on the spatial uniformity of the force projection vector. Therefore, there is no need for the extra work in single-disciplinary adjoint fluid solvers to account for the adjoint coupling through the auxiliary objective function.
Remark 3 If a force-based objective functional is defined on the interface, one can combine the auxiliary objective function J F ,a and the objective functional into a single force-based objective functional by summing up the respective force projection vectors. For example, in the case of interface energy, the fluid multi-objective functional in Eq. 21 reads:
Coupled adjoint mesh motion problem
Due to the full linearization of the FSI problem, which is referred to as the three-field-based formulation, the coupled adjoint system and shape sensitivities of the mesh motion problem appear in Eq. 18. Collecting the terms associated with the variation of the fluid displacement field and the fluid mesh in the deformed and undeformed configurations, results in the following coupled adjoint system and shape sensitivities:
where ∂f M,ext ∂u F = 0 is applied due to full Dirichlet boundary conditions for the mesh motion. Another remark is that the underlined terms arise due to the dependency of the mapping matrices/operations on nonmatching interface meshes.
A closer look reveals that the equations above are very similar to the equations resulting from the adjointbased shape sensitivity analysis for the strain energy of structures under body forces. Therefore, we can formulate the following pseudo optimization problem to efficiently compute the un-underlined terms in Eqs. 25 using a single-disciplinary adjoint structural solver:
where J M,a is an auxiliary objective function which arises from the interaction with the fluid mesh and it can be interpreted as a linear strain energy which is caused by the adjoint body force f M,a . Subsequently, the Lagrange function reads as follows:
Finally, it is easy to show that the following differential identities hold:
3.3 Coupled adjoint structure problem Given adjoint fluid displacements on the fluid interface, the coupled adjoint system and shape sensitivities associated with the structure in Eq. 18 read as follows:
As mentioned previously, the underlined terms will vanish with matching interface meshes. Following the idea of using single-disciplinary adjoint solvers for partitioned adjoint FSI analysis, one can define the following structural shape optimization problem whose adjoint system and shape sensitivities are equivalent to Eqs. 29 (under the assumption of matching interface meshes):
whereJ S is the weighted sum of functions depending on structural displacements. Similar to the coupled adjoint fluid and mesh motion problems, an auxiliary function J S,a is introduced to account for the adjoint coupling of structure and fluid mesh motion, using typical objective functions found in single-disciplinary adjoint solvers.
Here motivated by the linear strain energy objective function, f S,a can be interpreted as an adjoint force acting only on the fluid-structure interface. Last but not least, it can be proved that adjointbased shape sensitivity analysis for Eq. 30 leads to the following identities:
Coupled shape sensitivity equation
Having systematically derived strongly coupled adjoint systems in a partitioned manner, one can compute the coupled shape sensitivities from the shape sensitivities delivered by the individual adjoint systems as follows:
As mentioned previously, the underlined terms vanish identically if the interface meshes are matching or are not subject to shape sensitivity analysis. Therefore, the coupled shape sensitivity equation can be further simplified as
Analogous to the primal problem, the partitioned adjoint-based FSI sensitivity analysis presented above can be realized by single-disciplinary adjoint solvers in a black-box manner. Figure 1 illustrates the flows of information in the partitioned primal and adjoint FSI problems using a set of Dirichlet and Neumann-type coupling conditions, where -AF is the adjoint fluid solver that computes for the domain-based shape sensitivities of the multiobjective functionJ F for a given force projection vector on the fluid interface mesh. The projection vector is computed by the transpose matrix-vector product of the force mapping matrix H F and the interface structural adjoint displacements. -AM is the adjoint mesh motion solver which can be viewed as an adjoint structural solver computing shape sensitivities for the volumetric strain of the pseudo structure (i.e. the fluid mesh) under the adjoint body force f M,a . -AS is the adjoint structural solver which can compute for the shape sensitivities of a multi-objective function containing the pseudo interface strain energy J S,a induced by the structural adjoint force f S,a .
Based on the partitioned primal and adjoint FSI workflows in Figure 1 and the single-disciplinary solvers therein, the following remarks can be added:
Remark 4 Both the data flow and the matrix operations in the adjoint problem are reversed compared to the primal problem. This observation is in correct agreement with the general adjoint-based sensitivity analysis.
Remark 5 The single-disciplinary adjoint solvers {AF, AM, AS} are coupled with each other by augmenting the associated objective functions with the auxiliary objective functions {J F ,a , J M,a , J S,a }, respectively. The auxiliary functions are either forcebased or displacement-based functionals which are readily available in well-established single-disciplinary adjoint solvers. Although, the presented coupling scheme is independent of the derivation and implementation of the underlying adjoint solvers, it imposes on them the requirement of handling shape sensitivity analysis for a weighted sum of objectives, {J F ,J M ,J S }, using a single adjoint solution. For the sake of clarity, Table. 1 lists exemplary target functions which are partitioned by means of the presented scheme. Note that the fluid and structural interface Table 1 : Partitioning of exemplary multi-disciplinary target functions to coupled fluid, structure and pseudostructural (mesh motion) objective functions to be used in single-disciplinary adjoint solvers AF, AS, AM. D and A F are respectively drag and area normal vector fields.
energies are equal in case of the energy conservative spatial mapping (see Eqs. 15, 16) .
Remark 6 Considering the coupled adjoint mesh motion problem 26, it is observed that the presented partitioning requires the partial derivatives of the fluid Lagrange function w.r.t the internal and boundary nodes of the fluid mesh, i.e.,
The domain term ∂L F ∂x F Ω might not be computed and available by every fluid adjoint solver, e.g., due to the so-called reduced gradient or boundary-based formulations (Kavvadias et al., 2015; Lozano, 2017) . However under the condition that the fluid solution is invariant w.r.t the fluid interior mesh, the domain geometric derivatives can be assumed to be zero. As a result, the coupled adjoint mesh motion problem reads
which can be solved analytically, giving
Clearly elimination of the domain term ∂L F ∂x F Ω reduces the number of adjoint problems that should be solved numerically. In other words, the so-called reduced boundary gradients of the fluid result in a reduced formulation of the presented partitioned scheme for the adjoint FSI problem.
Numerical studies
This section demonstrates the accuracy and general applicability of the proposed partitioned scheme. For this purpose, two multiphysics frameworks are considered: one fully FEM-based and another one hybrid FEM-FVM-based. Herein, the FEM-based anal-yses, including primal and adjoint-based shape sensitivity analyses, are performed using the open-source software KRATOS Multiphysics (for a detailed description refer to (Dadvand et al., 2010; Kratos Development Team, 2018) ). Whereas, the FVM-based computations are done through the open source SU2 suite SU2, 2018) . Here, the spatial couplings of non-matching meshes are realized by an extended version of the open source coupling tool EMPIRE (Wang, 2016; EMPIRE, 2018) . This tool offers field mapping technologies which are commonly found in literature to transfer information between non-matching meshes in FSI computations. The following paragraphs contain brief descriptions of the solution strategies devised in the above mentioned software packages for shape sensitivity analysis. In KRATOS, adjoint-based shape sensitivity analysis for fluids and structures are performed by discrete analytic method and semi-analytic discrete method, respectively. This means that although the adjoint fluid and structural solvers are derived discretely using the exact analytic Jacobian of the underlying nonlinear equations w.r.t the state variables, the partial shape derivatives (local form) of the fluid and structural optimization problems are computed analytically and approximately by a finite difference scheme, respectively.
SU2 is equipped with continuous and AD-based discrete adjoint fluid solvers, each of which has notable properties. The continuous adjoint solver has shown to be robust and efficient in terms of applicability to largescale problems with complex geometries , however the quality of the computed shape gradients is somewhat low and depends strongly on the mesh quality. This can be explained by the reduced boundary formulation (Economon, 2014) . On the other hand, the discrete adjoint solver of SU2 provides the numerically exact shape gradients by reformulating the adjoint problem as a fixed-point problem in order to exploit the fixed-point structure of the flow solvers (Albring et al., 2015 (Albring et al., , 2016 .
Last but not least, it is should be mentioned that the presented partitioned scheme directly inherits and retains the accuracy, scalability and computational efficiency of the underlying single-disciplinary adjoint solvers.
FEM-based shape sensitivity analysis for FSI
The first test case is a flow in a channel obstructed by a flexible beam as illustrated in Figure 2 . Different setups of this problem have also been served for test purposes in literature (Sanchez et al., 2018; Richter, 2012; Hetu and Pelletier, 1992; Carvalho et al., 1987) . Here, the case is computed in 2D, and consists of a cantilever beam immersed in a flow with Reynolds number of 10 and driven by a sinusoidal inflow profile with average velocity 0.45 m/s. Furthermore, in order to avoid the serious influence of geometric singularities on the shape gradient accuracy, the sharp corners of the interface are cured with a fillet of 25 mm radius. The reader is referred to (Anderson and Venkatakrishnan, 1999; Castro et al., 2007; Lozano, 2017 Lozano, , 2019 for a thorough discussions on the influence of geometric and solution singularities on the behavior of shape sensitivities.
The fluid is modelled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and the beam is modelled by a hyperelastic continuum under plain-strain conditions. A stabilized finite element method based on SUPG/PSPG (Tezduyar et al., 1992) stabilization with first order triangular elements is used for the spatial discretization of the fluid, while the structure domain is discretized with standard triangular elements. For the sake of error reduction, the fluid and structure domains are discretized with a conforming interface mesh. For this test case, KRATOS finite element framework is used for the shape sensitivity analysis of the cost functions defined in Table 1 .
The steady-state solution of the coupled FSI problem is depicted in Figure 2 (b) . As can be seen, the structure undergoes large displacements due to the laminar flow field. It was observed that the drag force on the structure drops by 23% through the transition from the undeformed state to the equilibrium state. Also, the linear strain energy (interface energy) of the structure varies from practically 0 N.m in the undeformed state to 1.58 N.m in the equilibrium state.
Numerical verification and comparison studies
Verification of the adjoint-based shape sensitivity analysis in Section 3 is numerically performed against the central difference method (CD). Node coordinates on the complete interface are chosen as design variables and only boundary-normal perturbations are considered. A fixed step size of = 10 −5 has been used in all cases. Computations are performed on a coarse mesh with 84 interface elements, permitting the usage of CD for a number of interface nodes.
Particular focus is placed on the necessity of the strongly coupled adjoint FSI analysis as well as the difference in accuracy between the complete and reduced three-field gradient formulations (refer to Remark 6 for details). Figure 3 compares the accuracy between different schemes to the reference (CD results) for various objective functions. As a measure of accuracy, we use a relative error based on the L2-norm of absolute er- ror and the reference. As expected, it can clearly be seen that the uncoupled adjoint-based shape sensitivities have the wrong sign and pattern. It can also be observed from the plots that while the complete threefield-based gradients match, qualitatively and quantitatively, with the reference, the reduced three-field-based gradients resemble qualitatively the correct gradients. Significant discrepancies appear around the stagnation, separation, and recirculation zones. This behavior has been observed for fluids by Lozano (2017) and it is generally concluded that reduced/boundary formulations are inaccurate and strongly mesh dependent in such regions, unless the mesh is refined.
Mesh studies
Difference between the complete and reduced gradient formulations stems from the lack of the interior fluid sensitivities ( ∂L F ∂x F Ω ). Based on the comprehensive mesh sensitivity analyses performed by Lozano (2017) and discussions in (Castro et al., 2007; Anderson and Venkatakrishnan, 1999) , and also the fact that ideally the discrete FSI solution must be invariant w.r.t the fluid mesh, a series of mesh studies are carried out to investigate the inconsistencies observed between these formulations in 4.1.1. Mesh refinement is performed on the undeformed fluid and structure geometries. Furthermore, since the fluid solution in FSI is computed on the deformed mesh (see Eq. 11), the interface flexibility is also chosen as a parameter in the investigations. For this purpose, we use level of the interface flexibility and it is defined as κ = max(u S Γ I )/l, where l = 1m is the beam length. Figure 4 (a) presents convergence histories of the considered objective functions with respect to the number of interface elements, for different levels of the interface flexibility. The plots show that, the objective functions converge to the finest mesh results. Subsequently, Figure 4(b) shows that overall the integrated relative error between the two formulations drops to acceptable levels as the mesh is refined. In some cases, the error increases and stagnates from a certain level of refinement on. This behavior may be explained by the strong dependency of semi-analytic sensitivities, computed by the single-disciplinary adjoint structural solver of KRATOS, on the finite-difference step size (especially on fine meshes). The results also show trends of smaller error and faster decay in the small-strain structure case (i.e. κ = 5.7%). This observation may confirm the validity of the reduced three-field-based and twofield-based (Heners et al., 2018; Stavropoulou, 2015; Fazzolari et al., 2007) shape sensitivity analyses for FSI with small strains. Nevertheless, in fluids community, the reduced gradient formulations are found to be a good compromise between computational costs and accuracy. Remember that the reduced formulations eliminate the computational cost of the domain geometric variations of the fluid ( ∂L F ∂x F Ω ) and the adjoint mesh motion problem subsequently.
Hybrid FEM-FVM-based shape sensitivity analysis of ONERA M6
Using the framework of EMPIRE-KRATOS-SU2, we performed the adjoint-based shape sensitivity analysis of the ONERA M6 wing immersed in a compressible inviscid fluid flow. In contrast to the usual analyses in the literature, we do not consider the wing to be rigid, but model it as a flexible solid structure clamped at the wing root, Figure 5 . Doing so, we introduce an artificial fluid-structure interaction in the model so that the corresponding shape sensitivity analysis becomes a coupled problem. The rather simple wing structure is chosen since we are focusing here on the performance of the approaches derived in Section 3. For both the fluid analysis (CFD) and the structural analysis (CSD) we assume steady cruise conditions. The details of the fluid and structural models are provided in the following paragraphs.
Fluid model
The steady-state transonic flow over the ONERA M6 wing at Mach 0.8395 and angle of attack of 3.06 degrees is computed using non-linear Euler equations. A tetrahedral grid composed of 582,752 total elements and 108,396 nodes is used for the inviscid simulation. Figure 5 demonstrates a close-up view of the unstructured CFD surface mesh of the wing. The boundary conditions for the computational domain are the following: Euler slip condition on the wing surface, a symmetry plane to reflect the flow about the wing root to mimic the effect of the full wing planform, and a characteristicbased condition at a cubical far-field boundary.
CFD validation studies
Although SU2 is comprehensively verified and validated in Palacios et al. (2014) , for the sake of completeness, direct and adjoint Euler solvers from SU2 are verified and validated against the experimental data and the central difference approximation. Assuming a rigid wing structure, Figure 6 shows surface pressure coefficient distributions at two different span-wise stations of the wing. Overall, the computed results are in good agreement with the experimental data from Schmitt and Charpin (1979) , particularly along the lower surface and leading edge. Note that the flow develops strong shock in the outboard region, so the discrepancies may be attributable to the inviscid analysis.
Having in mind that the adjoint sensitivities of the fluid appear in both the coupled adjoint mesh motion problem (Eq. 26) and the coupled shape sensitivities (Eqs. 32,33), assessment of the accuracy of the sensitivity information obtained by the adjoint fluid solver becomes an increasingly important part of the validation of the proposed scheme. In Figure 7 , the continuous and discrete adjoint-based gradients of the wing drag with respect to a set of the grid points lying at the wing span station Y/b = 0.65 are benchmarked against finite-difference approximations and excellent agreement is observed for the AD-based discrete adjoint method. Since the continuous adjoint solver of SU2 is based on the reduced/boundary formulation (ignoring the interior mesh dependencies), the computed shape gradients are in qualitative agreement with the reference. Based on these observations, the AD-based discrete adjoint solver is used for the upcoming numerical comparisons. We also refer the readers to Economon (2014) ; Albring et al. (2016) ; Palacios et al. (2013) ; Economon et al. (2015) for details about the derivation and implementation of the adjoint solvers in SU2.
Structural model
The wing structure is modelled as a solid using 4-node tetrahedral non-linear solid elements which allow the wing to undergo large deformations. For the purposes of the following studies, two finite-element meshes of the wing are used: First, an unstructured grid which consists of 28,627 nodes and 113,096 elements with a nonmatching interface discretization, Figure 5 . Second, an unstructured grid which has a matching interface with the fluid mesh and it consists of 30,569 nodes and 123,245 elements. The later mesh serves to verify the coupled aero-structural sensitivities since it removes the mapping error at the interface, while the former is used for the assessment of the mapping algorithms and criteria for non-matching meshes in the FSI and adjoint FSI. It is assumed that the wing undergoes large deformations and it is made of hyperelastic material characterized by a Young's modulus E S = 6 GPa and Poisson ratio ν S = 0.3.
Steady-state aeroelastic analysis
Having set up the fluid and structural models in the baseline configuration, the steady-state aeroelastic solution was achieved by applying the primal coupling conditions to the individual domains as boundary conditions, the so-called Dirichlet-Neumann partitioning (Algorithm 1). In the following, we compare aeroelastic performance metrics of the flexible ONERA M6 wing involving matching and non-matching interface meshes. Among the various spatial mapping algorithms for surface meshes, the nearest element interpolation (NE) and the mortar method, which have similar formula- tion and popularity in practice, are employed in this work.. First, the static aeroelastic analysis is performed with the matching discrete interfaces and its solution is taken as reference for the upcoming numerical comparisons. From the undeformed state the Block Gauss-Seidel (BGS) method for the strong coupling took 24 iteration steps until the equilibrium state is reached. It was also observed that the drag and lift coefficients vary from 0.011739 and 0.286269 to 0.00502 and 0.1813, respectively, through the transition from the undeformed state to the equilibrium state. The wing-tip displacement computed with this analysis is 0.1693 meters, which is 14.15% of the span.
In the context of the spatial coupling for nonmatching meshes in FSI, the direct use of the mapping algorithms is referred to as consistent mapping while using a mapping operator derived from the energy conservation is called conservative mapping. Consistency is an essential and basic property of the mapping algorithms which ensures that a constant field is mapped exactly. While displacements are usually mapped using a direct/consistent mapping, surface forces/tractions are mapped either directly or conservatively (see Wang (2016) and references therein). For example, the conservative fluid force transfer with NE produces nonphysical oscillations, whereas the direct mode provides accurate results. On the other hand, conservative displacement-force transfer with the mortar method delivers oscillation-free traction field on the structure interface. This behavior is linked to the weak enforcement of the coupling conditions in de Boer et al. (2008) . Figure 8 shows the interface traction field on the structure mesh for the conforming and non-conforming interfaces. For the sake of quantitative comparison and completeness, Figure 9 illustrates the interface pressure and Z-displacement distributions at a selected section in spanwise direction. Note that the plotted fields are evaluated at the static aero-elastic equilibrium of the wing. As seen in the figures and also reported in earlier works de Boer et al., 2008) , the conservative mapping of forces with the nearest element interpolation gives nonphysical oscillations in the traction field mapped on the structure mesh, in contrast to the direct traction mapping. Nevertheless, the displacement fields computed for non-matching interface meshes with all three techniques are overlaying and overall in good agreement with the reference (i.e. the matching interface). This means that the structure is insensitive to local changes in the interface traction field, maybe due to the modelling of structure as solid.
Finally, Table 2 collects the quantitative results corresponding to the cases presented in Fig. 9 . An important observation common to all non-matching simulations is that the interface energy (aeroelastic response) over the non-matching interfaces is in a very good agreement with the reference value (maximum error ≈ 0.4%). This means that energy is not induced or lost due to the spatial coupling across the non-matching interfaces. However, aerodynamic and structural responses show maximum 4.21% and 4.9% deviations from the reference, respectively. Observed spatial coupling (mapping) errors can be generally reduced by mesh refinement (de Boer et al., 2008) , however it might be prohibitive in practical applications with moving boundaries.
Coupled shape sensitivity analysis
This section demonstrates the applicability of the presented partitioned scheme (Fig. 1 ) to the aeroelastic shape sensitivity analysis of the flexible ONERA M6 wing, using adjoints and shape sensitivities distributed throughout different codes with specific formulations. Namely, the AD-based adjoint solver of SU2 is strongly coupled to the discrete adjoint solver of KRATOS via the coupling tool EMIPRE. The AD-based adjoint solver is chosen instead of the continuous one due to the accuracy of the computed gradients (refer to Section 4.2.2) and the explicit availability of the domain-based shape gradients.
As a first step, we evaluate the accuracy of the complete and reduced three-field-based shape sensitivities against the central difference results. Considering matching interface meshes, Figures 10 and 11 , respectively, display the interface energy and drag sensitivity maps. They also compare both formulations against the reference for cross-section Y/b = 0.65. As can be seen and expected, there is a satisfactory match between the three-field-based and reference shape gradients. Moreover, similar to observations in Section 4.1, discrepancies between the two formulations seem to be quantitative rather than qualitative. Deviations of the reduced gradient formulation are more pronounced around the shock and sharp trailing edge regions, where the validity of the reduced/boundary gradient formulation has been challenged intensively by Lozano (2019 Lozano ( , 2018 Lozano ( , 2017 . Lozano has concluded that at sharp trailing edges, inviscid adjoint solutions and sensitivities of force-based objectives are strongly mesh dependent and do not converge as the mesh is refined. However, this is not the case for viscous adjoint sensitivity analysis. Regarding the convergence properties, Figure 12 compares in a semi-logarithmic diagram the convergence histories of the interface displacement and the interface adjoint displacements for both formulations. Obviously, the complete three-field-based adjoint FSI analysis shows faster and smoother convergence behavior than the FSI and reduced three-field-based adjoint FSI analyses. This is due to the facts that FSI is a nonlinear problem whereas adjoint FSI is a linear problem, and also, unlike the reduced three-field formula- tion, the complete three-field approach linearizes the primal problem exactly (i.e. without any assumption). Lastly, we assess the accuracy of the interface sensitivity information obtained with the complete threefield formulation for the cases with non-matching interface meshes. For this purpose, nodes on the fluid interface mesh in the undeformed configuration are taken as design variables, i.e. X D = X F Γ I . Since interface shape derivatives of the spatial mapping matrices, i.e.
, {i, j} ∈ {F, S}, are not normally available in coupling tools like EMPIRE, the simplified coupled sensitivity equation (Eq. 33) is used, which reads as follows:
H S is applied directly on the structural sensitivities to ensure that a constant sensitivity field is mapped exactly on the fluid interface mesh. In order to critically evaluate the spatial coupling techniques used in Section 4.2.4, the interface energy is chosen for the aeroelastic shape sensitivity analysis. Figures 13 and  14 compare qualitatively and quantitatively the results obtained with each mapping technique. Comparisons show good agreement between the conservative mapping results and the reference. Interestingly, the oscillatory behavior of the NE mapper in the primal problem is reversed in the sensitivity analysis. This can be explained by the fact that, in the adjoint sensitivity analysis all operations are transposed w.r.t the primal problem (see Fig. 1 ). Specially, mapping operations on the interface are reversed as
In the literature de Boer et al., 2008) and also here (Section 4.2.4), it has been observed that the conservative force transfer with the NE mapper, i.e. f S Γ I = (H S ) T ·f F Γ I , produces spurious oscillations, while the direct mapping, f S Γ I = H F · f F Γ I , delivers accurate and oscillation-free traction field on the structure interface. Therefore we can associate the noisy behavior of the NE mapper in the coupled adjoint sensitivity analysis with the fact that transposed NE mapping matrices are used to transfer interface adjoint displacements of fluid and structure (see Eq. 38). On the other hand, from Figures 13 and 8 , it is observed that the mortar method does not introduce noise in neither primal fields nor coupled shape sensitivity field.
As seen from Figure 14 , there are local differences between the conservative-mapping-based gradients and the reference. They can be explained by the following facts:
-Primal fields (displacements and tractions) computed on the non-matching interfaces have quantitative inaccuracies w.r.t those computed on the matching interfaces. As a result, adjoint fields and subsequently sensitivities can not be expected to be the same as the references values. -Shape derivatives of the mapping matrices are neglected in Eq. 38. Wang et al. (2016) has shown that the quality of spatial mapping results can be deteriorated at curved boundaries like leading edge. This means that spatial mapping operation is sensitive to the shape of interface surface. Therefore, it is reasonable to attribute discrepancies observed in the leading edge region (see Figure 14 ) to the omission of spatial mapping sensitivities.
Conclusions
In this paper, adjoint-based shape sensitivity analysis for FSI problems was revisited from the mathematical and, particularly, the black-box implementation point of view. To exploit advantages of existing singledisciplinary solvers, a mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation was used to solve the FSI problem. In a manner consistent with the primal problem, the adjoint FSI problem was partitioned using coupling conditions which were realized as auxiliary objective functions for single-disciplinary adjoint solvers. This requires a minimal modification to existing solvers. The proposed partitioned scheme projects the shape sensitivities of multidisciplinary objective functionals to the undeformed configuration, which is considered to be a great advantage.
The presented scheme requires domain-based adjoint sensitivities of the fluid to be transferred as adjoint forces to the adjoint mesh motion problem. Since adjoint fluid solver might not use the domain-based formulation rather the boundary-based one (the so-called reduced formulation), a reduced adjoint coupling scheme was also developed. Although the complete formulation unconditionally showed accurate coupled shape gradients, the reduced one was suffering from accuracy issues in regions of strong flow gradients and near singularities. This paper also investigated the performance of two spatial mapping techniques in primal and adjoint shape sensitivity analyses of FSI problems involving non-matching interface meshes. Tests with a representative aeroelastic wing showed that the conservative mortar method, unlike the nearest element interpolation, does not introduce spurious oscillations, neither in the interface traction received by the structure nor in the interface shape sensitivity field. 
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